
Scales 

What is a scale? 

A scale is a series of notes, in alphabetical order going from a particular note to its 

octave and based upon a set pattern.  This pattern is based upon a sequence on 

TONES and/of SEMI TONES.

one fret. 

Why are scales important to guitarists?

Scales are like the building b

block we can create good music.

There are about 216 different

we need to memorize and know how to use.  

scales is because each of the scales 

The major scale is used in songs that generally have a happy sound

The minor scale is used in songs that have a sad, dark or evil sound

The Pentatonic scale is used in rock / bl

 

 

 

 

 

 

Guitar Lesson 4 

A scale is a series of notes, in alphabetical order going from a particular note to its 

octave and based upon a set pattern.  This pattern is based upon a sequence on 

TONES and/of SEMI TONES. On the guitar a TONE is two frets and a SEMI TONE is 

Why are scales important to guitarists? 

Scales are like the building blocks of music.  If we know how to use these building 

good music. 

different scales.  As guitarist there are three

we need to memorize and know how to use.  The reason why w

scales is because each of the scales has different sounds. 

is used in songs that generally have a happy sound

is used in songs that have a sad, dark or evil sound

scale is used in rock / blues type of songs.  

 

A scale is a series of notes, in alphabetical order going from a particular note to its 

octave and based upon a set pattern.  This pattern is based upon a sequence on 

On the guitar a TONE is two frets and a SEMI TONE is 

we know how to use these building 

three main scales that 

reason why we have so many 

is used in songs that generally have a happy sound. 

is used in songs that have a sad, dark or evil sound. 



The Major scale (happy sounds) 

The major scale pattern is: 

Tone - Tone – Semitone – Tone – Tone – Tone - Semitone 

C Major scale 

C– tone –D– tone –E– semi –F– tone –G– tone –A– tone –B– semi -C 

 

 

It is easy to see the TONE / SEMI TONE pattern if you look at the guitar neck 

 

 

if we use the same major scale pattern but start on a different note we will have a different scale. 

Example: 

G major scale 

G –tone- A –tone- B – semi- C –tone-D- tone- E – tone- F# - semi - G  

 



The Minor scale (sad, dark, evil sounds) 

The minor scale pattern is: 

Tone- Semi- Tone- Tone- Semi –Tone- Tone 

C minor scale 

C –tone- D -semi- Eb –tone- F –tone- G –semi- Ab –tone- Bb -tone- C 

 

 

Through all of the exercises that we have been doing to this point we have been using the notes from 

the C major scale.  You will notice that there are no sharp of flat notes. 

 

 

The Minor Pentatonic scale (blues / rock and roll) 

The minor pentatonic or Blues scale pattern is a mutation of the major scale 

The notes used in the Pentatonic scale are: 

The 1
st 

, 3
rd

 note flattened, 4
th

, 5
th

, 7
th

 note flattened, 8
th

. 

So using the C major scale to find the pentatonic scale the notes would be. 

C, Eb, F, G, Bb, C 
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Technique tips (picking hand)

G Major scale

2.  Rest palm on bridge

3.  Hold pick between thumb and 1st finger only

1.  Use alternate picking

Technique tips (fretting hand)

1.  Finger per fret

2.  Use alternate picking

3.  Fretting with finger tips and thumb only

Scales

⁄

G minor Pentatonic

⁄

G natural Minor

3 3 5 5 7 7

3 3 5 5 7 7

4 4 5 5

3 3 6 6

3 3 5 5

3 3 5 5

3 3 5 5 6 6

3 3 5 5 6 6

3 3 5 5



 

 

Your guitar practice has now broken into 4 sections

• Section 1 chords / songs

• Section 2 exercises to help build coordination 

• Section 3 learning to read music

• Section 4 scales 

All three sections need to be worked on evenly to see continual growth in your skills.

 

Home work / what do I need to work on this week?

1. Continue to work on chord song with the goal of quick 

changes and clarity of sound.

2. Practice “5min guitar workout level 1A” remember to use the 

correct technique for both the left and right hand. 

3. Continue reading notation exercises.

4. Start practicing scales same technique as 5min guitar workout. 

Start to memorize.

5. Continue to use the practice log after practicing each day.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Week 4 

Your guitar practice has now broken into 4 sections 

Section 1 chords / songs 

Section 2 exercises to help build coordination and dexterity 

Section 3 learning to read music 

All three sections need to be worked on evenly to see continual growth in your skills.

Home work / what do I need to work on this week?

Continue to work on chord song with the goal of quick 

changes and clarity of sound. 

Practice “5min guitar workout level 1A” remember to use the 

correct technique for both the left and right hand. 

Continue reading notation exercises. 

Start practicing scales same technique as 5min guitar workout. 

o memorize. 

Continue to use the practice log after practicing each day.

 

All three sections need to be worked on evenly to see continual growth in your skills. 

Home work / what do I need to work on this week? 

Continue to work on chord song with the goal of quick chord 

Practice “5min guitar workout level 1A” remember to use the 

correct technique for both the left and right hand.  

Start practicing scales same technique as 5min guitar workout. 

Continue to use the practice log after practicing each day. 
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